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Posted June 9, 2006  Report post

For NES TSB
The trick to editing these is to get the tile number (hex values) using nesticle or fceuxd.
0x02CAAF Mid�eld NFL shield (also changes the shield on the main menu)
0x015853 NFLPA Intro Grahic
0x0158DE TEAM NFL Intro graphic
0x016482 Title Screen
0x016B8E NFL SUPER PRO FOOTBALL large text
0x015297 TECMO SPORTS NEWS VIDEO TODAY'S NFL large text
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Posted November 30, 2007  Report post

Thanks for the starting locations but where do they end at, and how are they set up exactly?
Is there any spots on this board that tells us how to hex edit these things properly?
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Posted December 1, 2007  Report post

http://www.romhacking.net/docs/AoRH.html

  Quote

Madison Tecmo Tournament - Only 1/2 garbage since 2008
2018: Green Bay - Not Good; Madison - Sweet 16 | 2017: Green Bay - Not Good; Madison - t-5th
| 2016: Madison - Sweet 16 | 2015: Green Bay - 2nd Place; Madison - Elite 8, Ohio - Not Good,
Iowa - Not Good | 2014: Nebraska - 2nd Place; Madison - Sweet 16; Ryder Cup - Winner (Team
Madison); Iowa - Winner | 2013: Nebraska - Elite 8; Madison - Round of 32; Ohio - Sweet 16;
Iowa - Final 6 | 2012: Madison - Sweet 16; Ohio - Sweet 16 | 2011: Madison - Round of 32; Ohio -
2-3 in triple-elim | 2010: Madison -  Elite 8; Ohio - Sweet 16; Chicago - Final 4 | 2009: Madison -
Round of 32;  Ohio - Elite 8 | 2008: Madison - Round of 32
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Posted May 4, 2013  Report post

can i put these �gures in tsb tool to edit these title screens, im really new at this
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Posted May 4, 2013  Report post

I don't know much about this stuff either, but I know you need a hex editor to do it.  There's a
free program called translhextion.
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  On 5/4/2013 at 11:32 AM, ngunn421 said:

can i put these �gures in tsb tool to edit these title screens, im really new at this
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Burning Mort I & II

No, like Tecmonster said, you'll need a hex editor. Translhextion is a really good option. -
http://www.romhacking.net/download/utilities/219/
 If you need help with basic ROM hacking, hit up this tutorial to get started:
http://www.romhacking.net/start/
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  On 5/4/2013 at 11:32 AM, ngunn421 said:

can i put these �gures in tsb tool to edit these title screens, im really new at this
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Posted May 30, 2013 (edited)  Report post

Im using Fceux but when I put the code above in the hex �nder it says no entry found? what
am I doing wrong here ?

 

nvm bru explained

Edited May 31, 2013 by Ryan11p
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Tupa Bowl I Runner - Up
Tupa Bowl Tournament Co - Director
Milwaukee Dead Man Walking 5th Place
Madison XIII Round of 32
Madison NBA JAM Tournament Edition Doubles Champion
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Posted May 31, 2013  Report post

Essentially there are pointers that dictate which tiles to use, where to position them, and
what palettes to use.  Where to �nd them are speci�ed above...not actually how to edit
them.

 

0x016B8E NFL SUPER PRO FOOTBALL large text actually starts at 0x016B8D
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Tecmo Titles: 1
Founder of T-Borg

There you will �nd the code AA 8C 99 C0 C1 8E 9B CA A4 5D 5D 5D 5D 00 00 00 00

The �rst value is the palette.  The next 16 are references to 16 tiles.

 

If you replace the above with 8A 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 41 42 43 44 45 46

You will get

 

35lnZ.png

 

It draws the top 4 tiles then moves to the next 4 tiles.  I'm unsure on how the palettes work.

 

Thus two letters = 17 bytes - 1 Palette + 16 tiles
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Elsewhere

@Tecmogodfather

 TecmoSuperBowl Facebook

 Join us on Discord

Tecmobowl Twitch

Youtube

 
"You fail all of the time. But you aren't a failure until you start blaming someone else" - Bum
Phillips
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Posted June 6, 2013  Report post

I just got done working on this screen so i think i kind of have it �gured out.  Basically when
you open your ppu viewer (or nesticle is great for this), it is loaded with all those symbols
that you can use to piece together whatever letter you need (just write down their tile values
to enter into hex) .  As far as i can tell, letters are paired together (at least the NFL, which is
all most are going to want to change anyhow).  So you have NF, and L space and they are
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listed as knobbe said with pallete �rst and then the letters.  8C 99 is the top of the N, C0 C1
is the top of the F, 8E 9B is the bottom of the N, and CA A4 is the bottom of the F, my best
guess is that the 5D's are the underline and 00's are blanks at the bottom (where his CDEF
shows).

 

So for example, if you wanted a CFL to show in place of the NFL just type 90 A5 over the 8C
99 and 92 A7 over the 8E 9B in hex, and you should have it.
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Posted March 20, 2019 (edited)  Report post

Where is the overlay NFL Shield in the team NFL intro sequence. I can get rid of the team
part but shield must be over the top and in a different location. 

Edited March 23, 2019 by jjkaliff
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